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Interactions of the brain and cranium in archaic populations remain poorly understood.
Hominin fossils from Middle Pleistocene localities in Africa and Europe have been allocated to
one or more species distinct from Homo erectus, the Neanderthals and modern humans, based
on the assumption that characters of the vault and face are developmentally independent.
However, it is possible that increased frontal width, parietal lengthening, midvault expansion
and occipital rounding all reflect encephalisation occurring within the H. erectus lineage. If
specimens from Broken Hill and Elandsfontein (in southern Africa) and Sima de los Huesos
and Petralona (in Europe) differ from H. erectus only in brain volume, then it will be difficult
to distinguish and diagnose Homo rhodesiensis or Homo heidelbergensis adequately. In this study,
correlation analysis showed that the brain fails to influence vault breadth within either H. erectus
or the mid-Pleistocene sample. Instead, the (large) cranial base has a major effect on width.
Variation in brain volume is not associated with frontal flattening. In H. erectus and in individuals
such as Bodo and Petralona, the massive face seems to override the brain as a determinant of
frontal curvature. Small H. erectus crania have rounded occipitals, whilst larger individuals show
greater flexion. Later hominins do not follow this trend, and encephalisation cannot explain the
occipital rounding that is present. Few of the vault characters considered diagnostic for the midPleistocene fossils can be attributed to increasing brain volume. The situation is complex, as of
course the brain must influence some traits indirectly. The cranial base is also an instrument
of change. Discriminant analysis identified basicranial breadth as critical to distinguishing
individuals such as Broken Hill, Sima de los Huesos and Petralona from H. erectus.

Introduction
Beginning with the Broken Hill discoveries in 1921, many hominin fossils have been found at
mid-Pleistocene localities in Africa. At Broken Hill in Zambia, miners quarrying for lead and
zinc broke into the lower part of an extensive cavern. This section of ore deposits contained
mineralised bones and stone artefacts. Along with postcranial elements, a nearly complete
human cranium was recovered. This well-preserved specimen remains one of the treasures of
prehistory (Figure 1). In 1953, pieces of a similar skull were picked up at Elandsfontein in South
Africa. In blowouts amongst the dunes at this locality, animal bones and artefacts are exposed
on a calcareous duricrust known as Elandsfontein Main, probably representing an ancient land
surface. Thousands of bones, later Acheulean bifaces, cores and flakes have been collected, mostly
in surface scatters. Only at ‘Cutting 10’ was such an assemblage uncovered in situ.1 The fauna from
Cutting 10 may not be associated directly with the artefacts, but in general the contemporaneity
of many of the Elandsfontein fossils with a later Acheulean industry is not in doubt. The diverse
fauna includes numerous large herbivores, and there are archaic elements such as a dirk-toothed
cat, a sivathere, a giant gelada baboon and at least four archaic hartebeest-like or wildebeestlike antelope species. In all, some 15 of 48 mammalian species occurring at Elandsfontein have
no historic descendants. An analysis conducted by Klein et al.2 suggests that this assemblage is
between 600 kyr and 1 Myr old.
At the time of these discoveries, there were suggestions that the hominins might resemble
the Neanderthals then known from Europe. It is now recognised that this comparison was
inappropriate. The crania lack the specialised characters of later Neanderthals but are similar to
other African individuals such as Bodo from the Middle Awash of Ethiopia. Like the Broken Hill
specimen, Bodo resembles Homo erectus in that it possesses a low braincase and a massive face.
The flattened frontal with midline keeling, parietal angular torus and thick vault bones give the
specimen a pronounced archaic appearance. In other respects, the Bodo cranium is more derived
in its morphology. Brain size is close to 1250 cm3 and thus is greater than expected for H. erectus.
Frontal breadth proportions, the high arched shape of the squamous temporal, and some (although
not all) traits of the cranial base are like those of more modern humans. Although the face is very
broad with a prominent glabellar region, the supraorbital tori are divided into medial and lateral
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compacted cave sediments. The discoverers have been able
to correct some of this distortion in a reconstruction, and it
is evident that Arago 21 is slightly smaller than the Petralona
or Broken Hill specimens in brow thickness, upper facial
width and facial height. Overall, the specimens are similar
in shape.8,9

FIGURE 1: The Broken Hill cranium is quite complete. At 1280 cm3, brain size is
substantially greater than expected for Homo erectus. The squamous temporal
is high and arched, the midvault is expanded and the occipital is less strongly
curved than in H. erectus. An important question is whether these changes in
vault form are associated with encephalisation, or whether such traits are at
least partially independent.

segments, the nasal border is vertical rather than forward
sloping, and the incisive canal opens into the front of the
hard palate. These are apomorphic conditions expressed also
in the face of recent Homo.3 The Bodo hominins were found
in conglomerates and sands containing later Acheulean tools.
Fauna from the Bodo site has been compared to that from Bed
IV at Olduvai Gorge in Tanzania and Olorgesailie in Kenya,
and an early Middle Pleistocene date is indicated. 40Ar/39Ar
measurements support this biochronology, and the evidence
points to an age of about 600 kyr for the Bodo assemblage.4
The African crania resemble earlier Middle Pleistocene
hominins from Europe. Excavations in the Sima de los
Huesos (Atapuerca) in northern Spain have produced
remains representing virtually all parts of the skeleton. Two
of the Sima adult specimens provide estimates for brain size.
At close to 1100 cm3, SH 5 is rather small, but SH 4, with a
capacity of 1390 cm3, is one of the larger mid-Quaternary
braincases. The skulls are primitive in some respects, and
the face of SH 5 is surmounted by a prominent browridge.
The Sima fossils also share a number of derived traits with
their African contemporaries. First applications of U-series
dating to a speleothem present in the lower part of the Sima
stratigraphic sequence suggested a date of >350 ka.5 More
recent sampling from the same speleothem has produced
high resolution U-series dates averaging 600 ka, and a
conservative minimum estimate for the age of the fossils is
now said to be 530 ka.6 Another hominin from Petralona in
Greece is like the Broken Hill specimen in many aspects of
vault shape – in height, breadth and massive construction
of the upper face and cheek; orientation of the infraorbital
region; and several measures of facial projection.7,8,9 The
same is true for the less complete cranium from Arago Cave
in France. Arago 21 dated to circa 450 ka has a face that is
largely intact but damaged as a result of its long interment in
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These mid-Pleistocene hominins are distinct morphologically
from H. erectus. Brain size is increased, the frontal is less
constricted, the squamous temporal is arched, and there
is more rounding of the parietal vault and occiput. The
occipital upper scale exceeds the nuchal plane in length.
The temporomandibular joint generally resembles that of
Homo sapiens, as is the case for the tympanic and petrous
portions of the temporal bone. Nevertheless, the frontal
profile is flattened, and the vault is less globular relative to
that of recent people. In the Broken Hill, Elandsfontein and
Petralona specimens, the supraorbital torus is very massive.
There is no reduction in overall face size, and the facial
skeleton seems to be ‘hafted’ to the braincase in much the
same way as in H. erectus.
The evolutionary and developmental determinants of skull
form in earlier Homo remain poorly understood. Growth and
development of anatomical modules within the cranium, and
their integration, have been much studied for diverse groups
of primates and in extant humans.10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17 But the
process whereby a comparatively small, wide and flattened
braincase is transformed during hominin evolution into a
more voluminous and vaulted shape, and the accompanying
constraints on facial morphology, are known only in broad
outline. A key question is whether changes occurring in the
mid-Pleistocene cranium are coupled solely to increasing
brain size, or whether traits such as a longer, ‘bossed’ parietal
and rounding of the occipital are partially independent from
encephalisation. Either conclusion has important systematic
implications. On the strength of craniofacial attributes
presumed to be genetically and functionally independent,
the Broken Hill and penecontemporary fossils from Europe
are routinely classified as one or more species separate from
H. erectus, the Neanderthals and recent humans.18,19,20,21,22 It
is appropriate to ask whether the morphological evidence,
examined critically, justifies the recognition of so many
taxa within Homo.23 Framed in a more formal way, the
null hypothesis of interest states that the mid-Pleistocene
hominins do not differ at the species level from H. erectus.
Acceptance of this hypothesis implies that populations of
H. erectus did not change appreciably prior to the evolution
of Neanderthals in Europe and modern humans in Africa,
probably after 300 ka.

Materials and methods
Fossil specimens

A total of 11 of the more complete crania from midPleistocene localities in Africa and western Eurasia were
used in this study (Table 1). The comparative sample
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TABLE 1: Crania of mid-Pleistocene Homo from Africa and western Eurasia.
Locality

Specimen

Africa

Elandsfontein†
Broken Hill†
Bodo†
Omo 2†
Ndutu†

Middle East

Zuttiyeh

Western Europe

SH 4†
SH 5†
Petralona†
Arago
Steinheim†

†, Specimen included in discriminant analysis.

TABLE 2: Homo erectus specimens in the comparative sample.
Locality

Specimen

East Africa

KNM-ER 3733†
KNM-ER 3883†
KNM-WT 15000†
OH 9
Daka†
D2280†
D2282
D2700†
D3444†

Java

Measurements
The variables utilised were endocranial volume (VOL),
glabella–occipital length (GOL), porion–vertex height
(PVH), basion–nasion length (BNL), glabella–bregma arc
(GBR), frontal angle (FRA),24 bregma–lambda arc (BLR),
lambda–inion chord (LIC), inion–opisthion chord (IOC),
lambda–opisthion arc (LOR), occipital angle (OCA),24
maximum cranial breadth (XCB), biparietal breadth (XPB),
biauricular breadth (AUB), biasterionic breadth (ASB) and
vertical thickness of the supraorbital torus (TOR). Note that
VOL is converted to the cube root of measured capacity.
An additional variable (GMN) was used to estimate overall
cranial size. GMN was calculated as the geometric mean of
eight linear measurements (GOL, PVH, GBR, BLR, LOR,
XCB, ASB and TOR). Volume was omitted, so as to make
GMN at least partially independent from brain size.
Cranial capacities are from the literature.25 Measurements
of PVH and GBR were provided by F. Spoor (2008, personal
communication, May 10). Measurements of the Sima crania
are those of Arsuaga et al.26 KNM-ER 42700 is described
by Spoor et al.27, and dimensions for Daka are those of
Gilbert and Asfaw28. Selected dimensions for the Bukuran,
Sambungmacan and Ngandong fossils are from Kaifu et al.29
Data for Ngawi are listed by Widianto and Zeitoun30, but
measurements of sagittal chords and arcs were taken from
a cast held at the American Museum of Natural History.
Sangiran IX is documented by Arif et al.31 Measurements
of the Zhoukoudian crania are those of Weidenreich32,
supplemented by observations from casts at the Peabody
Museum at Harvard University. Other data are my own,
taken from the original fossils.

KNM-ER 42700

Caucasus
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Trinil
Sangiran 2†
Sangiran 4
Sangiran 10
Sangiran 12
Sangiran 17†
Sangiran IX†
Bukuran†
Ngawi†
Sambungmacan 1†
Sambungmacan 3†
Sambungmacan 4†
Ngandong 1†
Ngandong 6†
Ngandong 7†
Ngandong 10†
Ngandong 11†
Ngandong 12†

China

Zhoukoudian II
Zhoukoudian III†
Zhoukoudian V†
Zhoukoudian X
Zhoukoudian XI†
Zhoukoudian XII†

†, Specimen included in discriminant analysis.

comprised 34 H. erectus specimens (Table 2). For the archaic
hominins, sample sizes remain small. In a number of cases,
the more fragile facial structures are not preserved, and the
basioccipital, sphenoid body and ethmoid are either missing
or deformed by crushing. Often, key landmarks such as
basion and sella cannot be located. Despite these obstacles,
brain volume, along with the major external dimensions
of the basicranium and vault, can be treated in correlation
studies and multivariate analysis.
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Methods of analysis
Correlation techniques were used to find associations
amongst measurements for the H. erectus assemblage and
within the mid-Pleistocene sample. Brain volume and
other cranial dimensions were included, in an effort to
find patterns of covariation and assess the extent to which
modules making up the skull are integrated. Pearson
correlation coefficients were used to assess the strength of
association between continuous variables that are normally
distributed. Partial correlation is a method for disentangling
relationships involving multiple variables, by computing
‘corrected’ correlations for any given pair. For example, in a
situation where linear measurements are influenced by one
another and also by brain volume or overall cranial size, it is
possible to keep volume and/or size constant. The strength
of the correlation remaining between the linear dimensions
can then be determined, with the effects of other variables
controlled.
Discriminant analysis facilitates the comparison of two or
more groups, the composition of which is established in
advance. Individual crania of unknown affiliation may also
be included, with the objective of assigning them to one of
the groups analysed. Measurements are used to construct
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linear functions that will maximise differences between
these populations relative to variation within each sample.
With a stepwise entry procedure, it is possible to ascertain
how each of the original variables contributes to the
analysis and whether any can be dropped without loss of
substantial information. The discriminant axes are mutually
orthogonal. Interpretation of the functions is facilitated by
correlating the original measurements with the discriminant
scores. Variables with high correlations can be identified as
contributing importantly to variation on a given function,
and this information helps to reveal the nature of essential
population differences.
For each analysis, details concerning the measurements
selected, the size adjustments utilised, the composition of
groups, and problems with missing variables are given in
the sections below. Correlations, partial correlations and
discriminant computations were performed using JMP.33

Brain volume, cranial arc lengths and
sagittal curvature
The influence of brain size on craniofacial variation was
investigated first. For H. erectus, average endocranial capacity
is 952 cm3 (Table 3). In the mid-Pleistocene group, brain size
is expanded by 277 cm3, and this difference is significant
(t = -4.77, p < 0.0001). Indeed, the mid-Quaternary hominins
fall within the range documented for diverse modern
humans. Arcs measured from glabella-bregma, bregmalambda and lambda-opisthion are greater in the midPleistocene crania than in H. erectus, and increases in the
parietal and occipital lengths are pronounced. Nevertheless,
proportions of the frontal, parietal and occipital segments
relative to the total sagittal profile remain comparable in the
archaic populations. Only in recent H. sapiens is the occipital
contribution substantially reduced.
For the 18 H. erectus crania in which the necessary landmarks
are preserved, the frontal angle averages 142.2º. The frontal
squama is inclined posteriorly and flattened. Similar
morphology characterises the mid-Pleistocene specimens,
but in the modern populations studied by Howells24, means
for FRA are lower for both male specimens (130.2º) and
female specimens (128.2º), indicating that the frontal surface
is more convex. The occipital angle can be measured for 26
H. erectus, and the average is 104.2º. The back of the braincase
is more tightly flexed in H. erectus than in H. sapiens, where
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OCA is substantially greater for both male and female
individuals drawn from 17 regional populations.24 The midPleistocene group is intermediate in occipital form. With just
one exception (Petralona), these specimens have OCA values
of 106° or greater, and this finding is consistent with the
observation that the rear of the vault is more rounded than
in H. erectus.
Homo erectus almost certainly differs from modern humans
in having a primitive, more rapid life history schedule,35,36,37,38
which implies alterations in the growth process. The H.
erectus brain may have matured over a relatively short time
period, as is true for apes,39,40 although this view has been
challenged.41,42,43 Supraorbital tori, which are so prominent
in H. erectus, must have begun to enlarge early in ontogeny,
before the cessation of brain growth. Even in the Mojokerto
infant from Indonesia, a small but clearly defined browridge
is developed, along with an incipient supratoral sulcus and
constriction of the frontal bone.44 Also, the H. erectus vault
must have expanded posteriorly to a degree not seen in
recent humans. This extra growth would have helped to
produce the low neurocranial profile and elongated occiput
that are characteristic of the taxon.17
Despite such differences, it can be assumed that for H. erectus,
as in recent humans, the basicranium was the first part of
the skull to reach adult size, and this provided the platform
on which the brain and neurocranium could expand. Facial
growth probably continued for at least a moderate interval
after completion of the neuro-basicranial complex. Because
of integration, changes in one region are reflected in the
morphology of other structures. If the developmental model
tested by Lieberman et al.45 in a diverse, pooled-sex sample of
modern adult crania applies to closely related species, it can
be hypothesised that the brain constrained earlier Pleistocene
vault form in predictable ways.
Sagittal arcs should increase in skulls with larger volumes.
This is the case for the H. erectus sample, where the frontal
arc is highly correlated with brain size (Table 4). Pearson
correlations for the parietal and occipital arcs are also
significant, but particularly the association of BLR with VOL
is weakened. Within H. erectus, changes in parietal length
are linked less closely with variations in brain volume than
is true for other segments of the vault. If parietal form is
not greatly influenced by VOL, then it must be questioned
whether the increase in BLR that characterises the Broken

TABLE 3: Comparison of cranial measurements for archaic groups and recent
humans.
Variable

Recent
humans

Mean

N

Mid-Pleistocene
hominins
N
Mean

Endocranial volume (cm3)

952.3

33

1229.6

10

1350

Frontal arc (mm)

108.8

28

118.5

8

–

Parietal arc (mm)

101.8

31

114.8

8

125†

Occipital arc (mm)

108.6

27

122.8

5

111†

Frontal angle (°)

142.2

18

140.8

6

129‡

Occipital angle (°)

104.2

26

106.8

5

119‡

Homo erectus

Mean

†, Data from Bielicki et al.34
‡, Data from Howells24.
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TABLE 4: Correlation statistics for cranial measurements of archaic humans.
Variable

Homo erectus
r
N

Mid-Pleistocene hominins
r
N

Frontal arc

0.83**

27

0.74*

8

Parietal arc

0.68**

30

0.80*

8

Occipital arc

0.76**

26

0.88*

5

Frontal angle

-0.24

18

-0.72

5

-0.73**

25

-0.42

5

Occipital angle

Cranial arcs and angles registering vault curvature were paired with brain size (measured as
the cube root of endocranial volume).
*, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.001
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Hill, Elandsfontein, Omo 2, SH and Petralona specimens
can be the outcome of encephalisation coupled with phyletic
(within-lineage) evolution.

TABLE 5: External dimensions of the basicranium in archaic groups and recent
humans.

Mean

N

Mid-Pleistocene
hominins
N
Mean

Male individuals of recent humans often have sloping frontal
contours, whilst female individuals exhibit more ‘bulbous’
profiles. This difference offers a basis for predicting that
in the H. erectus sample, larger crania will have more open
frontal angles than less voluminous ones. However, the
findings shown in Table 4 do not support this hypothesis.
The correlation of FRA with VOL is low and negative
(r = –0.24). Although this association is not significant, it is
evident that several of the smaller H. erectus fossils display
frontal profiles that are especially flattened. For the midQuaternary hominins, FRA again covaries negatively with
VOL, whilst r does not reach significance. Discounting SH 5,
where brain size is relatively small but there is little frontal
curvature, this correlation would be close to zero. Neither for
H. erectus nor within the mid-Pleistocene assemblage is brain
size an important determinant of frontal flattening.

Base length (mm)

105.5

11

108.3

6

98.1‡

Base breadth (mm)

133.8

31

134.0

7

117.3†

14032.6

11

15171.6

5

11507

Given the findings pointing to a negative allometric
relationship between occipital chord and arc lengths in
H. erectus, it is expected that OCA will covary negatively
with VOL. This covariance is confirmed, and it is evident
that larger skulls show greater flexion of the occipital,
whilst smaller crania tend to be more rounded. This trend
continues in both early (African) and late (Asian) H. erectus
populations. OCA is generally >106º for the mid-Pleistocene
crania. Here, OCA is not significantly correlated with brain
size, and the structural relationship apparent during the long
evolutionary span of H. erectus is not maintained. Thus, the
occipital rounding apparent in the later populations cannot
readily be interpreted as a consequence of brain expansion
within a vault that was otherwise erectus-like.
27

Interactions of the skull base and
neurocranium
Vault form should be influenced by variations in the cranial
base. In recent H. sapiens, maximum cranial breadth is
strongly correlated with base breadth as well as endocranial
capacity. These associations occur independently, as brain
volume does not covary with dimensions of the base when
overall size is held constant using partial correlation.45 The
H. erectus basicranium is appreciably longer and wider than

Variable

Homo erectus

Base area (mm2)

Recent
humans
Mean

†, Data from Bielicki et al.34
‡, Data from Howells24.

TABLE 6: Correlations of maximum cranial breadth (XCB) with basicranial
breadth (AUB), basicranial length (BNL) and endocranial capacity (VOL) in Homo
erectus.
Variable

XCB

AUB

BNL

VOL

XCB

–

0.761**

0.835*

0.857**

AUB

0.850

–

0.717*

0.754**

BNL

0.597

-0.373

–

0.757*

VOL

0.176

0.109

0.257

–

Pearson coefficients are above the diagonal and partial correlations are given in the lower
section of the table.
*, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.001

that of modern humans (Table 5). Given its relatively large
area, this structure should have a primary influence on
neurocranial size and shape. Indeed, maximum breadth of
the vault covaries positively with base breadth measured at
the auricular points (Table 6). Paired comparisons show that
cranial breadth is also correlated with the external length
of the base (BNL) and VOL. However, only the association
of XCB with AUB remains strong, when the effects of other
variables are controlled in partial correlation analysis. The
influence of VOL is much reduced, and it is evident that the
base, rather than the brain, has a major effect on the width
of the H. erectus neurocranium. In mid-Pleistocene hominins,
the cranial base is again (very) large relative to the modern
condition (Table 5). Within this sample, XCB is highly
correlated with AUB but is not significantly influenced by
BNL or VOL (Table 7). This result parallels the findings for
H. erectus.
The length of the modern human cranium is dependent
on the growing brain. Given their model of developmental
interactions occurring during ontogeny, Lieberman et al.45
hypothesise that maximum length will have little association
with variations in the adult basicranium, and this expectation
is supported. A conspicuous feature of the H. erectus skull
is its uniquely low, elongated, and hence poorly filled
appearance, arising from the relationship of the (small) brain

TABLE 7: Correlations of the principal vault dimensions with basicranial breadth, basicranial length and endocranial capacity in mid-Pleistocene hominins.
Variable

GOL
r

GOL

XCB
N

-

r

PVH
N

r

AUB
N

r

BNL
N

r

N

VOL
r

VOL:AUB
r

0.65

0.62

0.74

0.77

0.79*

-0.61

-

0.52

0.96**

0.47

0.54

-0.89*

0.46

-0.56

0.87*

-0.24

-

0.74

0.51

-

-

0.51

-0.65

6

-

-

5

-

-

XCB

6

PVH

5

7

AUB

6

7

6

BNL

5

6

5

VOL

7

8

7

VOL:AUB

6

7

6

-

5
7
-

GOL, glabella–occipital length; XCB, maximum cranial breadth; PVH, porion–vertex height; AUB, biauricular breadth; BNL, basion–nasion length; VOL, endocranial volume.
Pearson coefficients are above the diagonal.
N, refers to the number of pairs for each comparison.
*, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.001
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Variable

GOL

AUB

BNL

VOL

GOL

-

0.801**

0.910**

0.878**

AUB

0.631

-

0.717*

0.754**

BNL

0.816

-0.371

-

0.757*

VOL

0.722

-0.186

-0.406

-

Pearson coefficients are above the diagonal and partial correlations are given in the lower
section of the table.
*, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.001

to the (massive) cranial base. Cranial length is influenced
by the brain, as in extant humans (Table 8). Length is also
strongly correlated with variations in the basicranium. There
is a significant association of GOL with BNL, and the positive
correlation of GOL with AUB indicates a tendency for length
to increase in braincases with wider bases. Partial correlation
analysis leads to the same conclusion. The correlation of GOL
with BNL remains strong when ‘corrected’ for the potential
effects of AUB and VOL, and GOL continues to covary
positively with AUB when the other measurements are held
constant. Here, H. erectus differs from recent humans, where
such associations should be insignificant or negative.
An important question is whether cranial length measured
for the mid-Quaternary group is influenced only by brain
size, as in modern populations, or whether this dimension
is linked also to the basicranium, as in H. erectus. As
expected, GOL covaries strongly (and significantly) with
volume (Table 7). But the correlations of GOL with BNL and
AUB are of about the same magnitude, and it is primarily
because sample sizes are small that r does not quite reach the
p < 0.05 level of significance. Although the data are limited, it
can be inferred that the mid-Pleistocene population exhibits
the H. erectus pattern. A possible explanation for this finding
is the low level of encephalisation attributed to all of the
archaic hominins.17,46,47,48 Neither absolute brain size nor the
ratio of volume to base width (VOL:AUB) reaches recent
population averages. For the large H. erectus sample, there
is no significant covariation of VOL:AUB with any of the
principal neurocranial diameters (Rightmire, unpublished
data). Within the mid-Pleistocene group, VOL:AUB
covaries only weakly with GOL and vertex height (PVH)
(Table 7). The relationship of VOL:AUB with XCB is stronger
but negative (a likely response to the high correlation of
base breadth with vault breadth). Only in later H. sapiens
does encephalisation drive values of the VOL:AUB ratio
upwards, and such increases are linked with longer, higher
braincases.45 Apparently the incremental changes in brain
size that characterise mid-Pleistocene hominins do not result
in a modern pattern of cranial development. Refining and
testing this hypothesis may be difficult, given the present
limits of the fossil record.

there are regional differences as well as time-related trends.
The Middle Pleistocene fossils also vary in their morphology.
Discriminant analysis employs measurements as a basis for
contrasting such groups, seeking to maximise differences
between populations relative to variation within each sample.
Discriminant analysis was utilised here to explore the extent
to which morphological trends begun with H. erectus are
continued, altered, or cut short, following the appearance of
mid-Pleistocene hominins.
The eight variables selected for this exploration were
VOL, vertex height : cranial length (PVH:GOL), maximum
breadth : vertex height (XCB:PVH), biparietal breadth :
maximum breadth (XPB:XCB), AUB, BLR, LIC and TOR.
AUB, BLR, LIC and TOR were adjusted for size using
the geometric mean. The three cranial indices represent
proportions. In certain cases, where proportions are of some
specified whole (e.g. the geochemical compositions of rocks),
the observations must sum to unity, which can result in
analytical difficulties. The indices utilised here are not subject
to such constraints.
The analysis was performed on 25 H. erectus and 9 midPleistocene crania, which were complete enough to be
included. These individuals were assigned a priori to
groups of approximately equal size. Partly on the basis
of chronology, H. erectus specimens from East Africa were
placed with the Dmanisi specimens (from the Republic of
Georgia). The Sangiran and Sambungmacan specimens from
Indonesia comprised a second sample, and the relatively
large-brained hominins from Ngandong, Indonesia were
allocated to a third sample. The skulls from Zhoukoudian in
China constituted an additional grouping within H. erectus,
whilst the mid-Pleistocene hominins were treated as a
separate assemblage.
Four functions were obtained. The first is the most important,
accounting for 69.9% of the total discrimination. The second
and subsequent axes contributed 15.6%, 11.7% and 2.7% of
the discrimination, respectively. These axes are mutually
1414
1313

1111
1010

+

Herectus1
Herectus1

MPhoms
+ MPhoms

Herectus3

+

+

88

38
38

Herectus3

+

99

77

Overall cranial form

Herectus4
Herectus4

1212

Axis 2

TABLE 8: Correlations of maximum cranial length (GOL) with basicranial breadth
(AUB), basicranial length (BNL) and endocranial capacity (VOL) in Homo erectus.
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Herectus2
Herectus2
39
39

40
40

41
41

42
42

43
43

Axis 1

44
44

45
45

46
46

47
47

48
48

Axis 1

Individual arcs, angles and other dimensions provide
important information, but it is helpful to assess skull shape
from a multivariate perspective. As a species, H. erectus
presents much variation. One component of this variation
must represent sex dimorphism within populations, but
http://www.sajs.co.za

FIGURE 2: Discriminant analysis conducted for four groups of Homo erectus
and a sample of nine mid-Pleistocene hominins. The plot depicts population
distributions on the first two functions, together accounting for about 85% of
the total discrimination. Individual crania from East Africa and the Caucasus
(Herectus1), Sangiran and Sambungmacan (Herectus2), Ngandong (Herectus3)
and Zhoukoudian (Herectus4) are indicated as solid squares. Mid-Pleistocene
hominins (MPhoms) are identified with solid circles.
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orthogonal, and together they describe a multivariate space
within which the several groups are separated, although
there is overlap in the distributions of scores. A plot of
function 1 versus function 2 is provided (Figure 2). It can be
seen that African and earlier Asian H. erectus crania receive
low scores on function 1, whilst the mid-Pleistocene group
lies at the opposite pole. The Ngandong hominins are
intermediate. On function 2, there is less discrimination overall,
but H. erectus at Sangiran and Sambungmacan is contrasted
to the Zhoukoudian population. Axis 3 (not illustrated)
provides further but limited separation, particularly between
H. erectus from Africa and/or the Caucasus and specimens
from eastern Asia. On axis 4, accounting for only a fraction
of the total discrimination, the mid-Pleistocene fossils are
driven positively, whilst most (but not all) of the H. erectus
scores are lower.
Correlations of the discriminant scores with the original
variables indicate that function 1 is associated most strongly
with VOL (r = 0.86), AUB (r = -0.72), XCB:PVH (r = -0.64)
and XPB:XCB (r = 0.64). The latter indices register vault
breadth relative to height, and coronal expansion of the
parietals. Brain size contributing to a higher vertex and
parietal bossing must underlie a part of the variation on this
axis, but the basicranium is also important. Broad bases are
correlated (negatively) with low scores for earlier H. erectus,
whilst narrower bases contribute to the higher scores of midPleistocene individuals. In terms of base width as well as
brain size, the skulls from Ngandong occupy a sort of middle
ground. Function 2 is again strongly correlated with AUB
(r = 0.51) and with breadths of the vault. The Zhoukoudian
crania present broad bases coupled with vaults that are less
expanded laterally in comparison to the condition at Sangiran
and Sambungmacan. Most notably, the posterior vault is
narrowed in the Chinese fossils.32,49 Function 3 is associated
with BLR (r = 0.62) and LIC (r = 0.57). Differences in these
sagittal lengths set African H. erectus apart from populations
in the Far East. Function 4, correlated principally with TOR
(r = 0.73), seems to sort the crania on the basis of supraorbital
development, giving high scores to such heavy-browed
individuals as Broken Hill, Petralona and SH 5, as well as
Steinheim (from Germany) and Ndutu (from Tanzania).
Together, the functions effectively discriminate amongst
the populations. Within the constellation of all 25 H. erectus,
two crania are ‘misclassified’ (assigned to inappropriate
regional samples), but no H. erectus is mistaken as a midPleistocene individual, and none of the latter specimens is
misclassified. Some of this discrimination is related to brain
size. However, the analysis does not suggest that a simple
trend toward encephalisation, rooted in the ancient demes
of East Africa or Java and encompassing later groups from
China, can ‘explain’ the emergence of hominins in the Middle
Pleistocene. The Zhoukoudian skulls themselves should not
be viewed as transitional in form, as they seem to constitute
an outlying population, distinct from other Asian H. erectus
crania and from the mid-Pleistocene hominins. Ngandong
does occupy an intermediate position in multivariate space
(Figure 2). The systematic significance of Ngandong remains
http://www.sajs.co.za
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to be fully clarified. In relation to Trinil and Sangiran, average
brain size is increased, and frontal constriction is reduced. A
unique lengthening of the basioccipital and structures lying
adjacent to the foramen magnum has been noted, along
with marked upward inclination of the posterior aspect of
the supramastoid crest.29 Apart from the presence of these
traits reflecting local evolution, the fossils are quite similar to
other Javanese H. erectus.50,51 It must be questioned whether
the Ngandong assemblage exhibits many (if any) elements of
neurocranial form that would be anticipated in antecedents
to Broken Hill, the Sima, Petralona and more modern
populations.

Discussion and conclusions
An increase in brain size is one of several keys to the
transformation of the skull occurring in Middle and Late
Pleistocene Homo. Endocranial volume is significantly
greater in the mid-Pleistocene group than in H. erectus, and
this change influences vault length, vertex height and sagittal
arc lengths. Encephalisation is probably also linked to frontal
constriction, parietal bossing and temporal squama height.
The brain fails to influence vault breadth within either H.
erectus or the mid-Pleistocene sample (Table 9). Conformity
across the archaic populations suggests that a low correlation
of volume with breadth may be counted as the primitive
state. Apparently as a consequence of changes to the shape of
the brain or its interactions (evolutionary ‘tinkering’52), there
is a positive association of brain volume with cranial breadth
in H. sapiens. This condition must be recently derived.
Flattening of the frontal is pronounced for H. erectus and in
the mid-Pleistocene crania. In the Broken Hill, Bodo, SH 5
and Petralona specimens, the face is large, forward projecting
and surmounted by heavy brows. As with H. erectus, facial
morphology seems to override brain size as a determinant of
frontal curvature and the entire cranium retains an elongated
form. In anatomically modern H. sapiens, the face is shorter
and retracted, and the large brain contributes to a more
convex forehead and a globe-like vault.53,54,55
Developmental and functional interactions of the brain
with components of the skull may be quite complex. Such
interactions result in morphological integration.56,57,58 At
this point, it is useful to ask whether H. erectus and the midPleistocene hominins differ in their integration. Clues are
TABLE 9: Interactions of brain volume, cranial base and vault size in archaic and
recent humans.
Correlation

Homo erectus

Mid-Pleistocene
hominins

Recent humans

Brain volume correlated
with vault breadth

No

No

Yes (+)

Brain volume correlated
with vault length

Yes (+)

Yes (+)

Yes (+)

Base breadth correlated
with vault breadth

Yes (+)

Yes (+)

Yes (+)

Basicranium correlated
with vault length

Yes (+)

Yes? (+)

No

No

No for GOL and
PVH, Yes (-) for
XCB

Yes (+)

Endocranial volume:
biauricular breadth
correlated with vault
dimensions

Correlations within each group are indicated as absent (no) or present (yes) and, if present,
as positive (+) or negative (-).
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provided by changes in character covariation registered
during the course of evolution, along with the inferred polarity
of these adjustments. In the examples of modular interaction
listed in Table 9, there are few differences between the archaic
taxa. This is the case for the relationship of VOL and GOL,
and the covariation of AUB with XCB. These interactions
can be interpreted as symplesiomorphic. For VOL and XCB,
the primitive pattern of no association prevails prior to the
emergence of H. sapiens. The VOL:AUB ratio has little effect
on neurocranial dimensions of H. erectus, and for this ‘trait,’
the mid-Pleistocene hominins again possess the primitive
condition. However, strong and positive interactions occur in
the skull of recent H. sapiens. The lack of association between
AUB and GOL represents an apomorphy accompanying
the advent of modern humans. Overall, there is consistency
in the interactions documented for H. erectus and its midPleistocene descendants, and no secure case for differences
in integration can be made. Where there are changes in the
covariation of the brain or basicranium with the vault and
face, these are manifest most frequently with the appearance
of H. sapiens. The efficacy of such comparisons is limited by
small sample size.59 Nevertheless, such findings might be
expected, as previous studies have shown patterns of cranial
integration to be similar (but not identical) in humans,
African apes and Neanderthals.60,61
It is evident that variation in the skull base is an important
instrument of craniofacial change. As noted above, the
basicranium, independently from the brain, covaries with
dimensions of the vault. Structural adjustments to the base
itself separate the mid-Pleistocene sample from H. erectus.
Diagnostic characters include a larger petrotympanic angle
associated with coronal alignment of the petrous and
tympanic axes, ‘erosion’ of the pyramid apex leading to
enlargement of the foramen lacerum, reduction of the spine
of the crista petrosa, decreased robusticity of the tympanic
plate, development of a projecting sphenoid spine and
greater definition of an articular tubercle at the anterior
margin of the mandibular fossa. Some of these derived states
may be linked to shortening of the basioccipital and sphenoid
body, or to midline flexion as measured by the cranial base
angle. Other changes are likely influenced by the masticatory
apparatus. During development, both the cranial base
angle and facial form must respond to encephalisation, and
integration is expected. But the basicranium is clearly critical
to the architecturally complex ‘remodelling’ of the skull that
occurs in later Homo.
Given the influences on cranial form that have been identified,
the null hypothesis posed earlier can be reconsidered. Whilst
the situation poses undeniable challenges relating to both
structure and function, there is evidence to support the view
that some changes in the Broken Hill, Elandsfontein, Bodo
and European populations are dependent on encephalisation.
In other instances where the brain influences vault shape, the
mid-Pleistocene specimens follow the H. erectus pattern, and
there is no difference in the interaction(s) observed. Traits that
are symplesiomorphic offer little insight into evolutionary
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history. Additional characters of the mid-Pleistocene
neurocranium are derived but not appreciably influenced
by variations in brain size. The parietals are lengthened,
and the occipital profile is rounded in the mid-Pleistocene
hominins, but these changes cannot result primarily from
encephalisation within populations of H. erectus. It is clear that
the base is essential to the alteration of cranial form in midPleistocene Homo. Discrete morphology of the temporal bone
and mandibular fossa is derived in the Broken Hill, Ndutu
and, in part, the Bodo specimens, and similar determinations
can be made for several of the European individuals where
the basicranium is preserved.
Additional information was provided by discriminant
analysis. Along with endocranial volume, basicranial width
contributes importantly to the separation of mid-Pleistocene
hominins from H. erectus on function 1. Cranial base breadth
is also the variable most highly correlated with function 2, on
which specimens from Sangiran and Zhoukoudian occupy
opposite poles. Axis 2 does not by itself distinguish the midPleistocene crania from H. erectus but acts jointly with other
functions to classify all of the former hominins ‘correctly.’
The analysis demonstrates that mid-Quaternary Homo is
significantly distant from African and Asian H. erectus. Not
surprisingly, this multivariate distance incorporates brain
size, but changes to the form of the neurocranium and face
cannot be described as driven solely by encephalisation.
In sum, results suggest rejection of the initial null hypothesis.
If the mid-Pleistocene assemblage can be diagnosed on
the basis of characters that vary independently from brain
volume, then Broken Hill, Elandsfontein, Bodo, Ndutu,
and the European fossils should be recognised as distinct
taxonomically from H. erectus. H. heidelbergensis is the nomen
that has been proposed for the European specimens.18,26,62 On
the strength of shared morphology, it can be argued that the
African group belongs within this taxon.18,19,20,22 Alternatively,
the African fossils may be attributed to Homo rhodesiensis.21
Just how the individuals are to be sorted will likely remain
controversial. But it is evident that the Homo family tree can
accommodate at least one mid-Pleistocene species in addition
to Neanderthals and H. sapiens.
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